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Taking a closer Look at Community Based Adult Learning:
Responses and reactions to Lyn Tett Presentation

the 'small steps' idea is hugemakes such a difference to
people's lives ... when they
see what they can achieve
and gain confidence to take
more steps....

peer learning and peer
support- all added and
important benefits of
CBAL too

agree about raising the
view of CBAL - especially
where there are massive
funding opps like multiply!

we need to improve
how we publicise the
many benefits of
CBAL. National social
media/advertising
campaign is a must!

Bring back SOCIAL
CAPITAL, please???
Recognising
connectedness, community
cohesion, communication,
etc.

Interesting that the voices
not heard examples are
the old and the youngwhat does that say about
our society

A national Social Media
campaign would raise the profile
of CBAL and a national site like
ALISS for CBAL offered by LAs
and vol sector orgs would help
people access information on
opportunities locally available or
online.

Sharing this Interesting idea of
community based adult learning
(CBAL) for a social vaccine in post
pandemic times written by Jo Foster
in the Spring issue of CONCEPTsView of Community adult education
for a social vaccine in pandemic and
post pandemic times

we all collectively need to
promote benefits of CBAL#

Having to combat a developing view
(media - professions don't pay) that the
cost and return of further education is
not worth it for young people. Delayed
gratification not seen as a way to
ensure higher earnings. We might
have a growing cohort of adults
returning to learning later if this
continues.

Taking a closer Look at Community Based Adult Learning:
Responses and reactions to Oonagh Mcgarry Presentation

Pretty coherent
policy map

learner voice
locally, area
wide and
nationally......

informative and interesting,
with up-to-date research and
policy. Investment is important
to move forward effectively.

Connections between
policy, practice and
research resonating

Both Lyn and Oonagh making
important connections for
us...such important aspects of
the work in the CLD sector

Totally agree - the
volunteer unpaid
CLD workforce
are key to our
impact.

will learners get the
chance to be involved
again in that process
again please

informative and
interesting, with up-todate research and
policy. Investment is
important to move
forward effectively.

that learner
quote says it all
really!

lots of food for thought.
I'd be really interested in
us having a collective
media/social media
promotional campaign...
some kind of collective
working group maybe?

